2017 Annual Student Reception, Department of Food & Nutritional Sciences, Henderson Hall, September 28th.
Venue and Program
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Laura Mena, Graduate Student, welcomes the attendees
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Dr. Ramble Ankumah, Assistant Dean, CAENS, gives inspirational words
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Drs. Beverly & Reid, Kellogg Food Company, give inspirational words
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Dr. Norma Dawkins, FNS Interim Head, addresses the attendee
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Asha Stegall & Zemira Barnes, Graduate Students, introduces the “Musical Chair” fun activity
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The Reception Funfair, where everybody was deeply involved
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Addresses were very exciting. Cheers!!!!
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Refreshments at the Reception
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Dean Hill, CAENS, was also in the vicinity
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The Cake of the Reception, in TU colors
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